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Abstract This paper develops, simulates and experimentally evaluates a novel method
based on non-contact low frequency ultrasound which can determine, from airborne
reflection, whether the lips of a subject are open or closed. The method is capable of
accurately distinguishing between open and closed lip states through the use of a low
complexity detection algorithm, and is highly robust to interfering audible noise. A
novel voice activity detector is implemented and evaluated using the proposed method
and shown to detect voice activity with high accuracy, even in the presence of high
levels of background noise. The lip state detector is evaluated at a number of angles
of incidence to the mouth and under various conditions of background noise.
The underlying mouth state detection technique relies upon an inaudible low frequency ultrasonic excitation, generated in front of the face of a user, either reflecting
back from their face as a simple echo in the closed mouth state or resonating inside
the open mouth and vocal tract, affecting the spectral response of the reflected wave
when the mouth is open. The difference between echo and resonance behaviours is
used as the basis for automated lip opening detection, which implies determining
whether the mouth is open or closed at the lips. Apart from this, potential applications include use in voice generation prosthesis for speech impaired patients, or as
a hands-free control for electrolarynx and similar rehabilitation devices. It is also
applicable to silent speech interfaces and may have use for speech authentication.
Keywords Lip state detection · low frequency ultrasound · mouth state detection ·
speech activity detection · voice activity detection
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1 Introduction
The low frequency (LF) ultrasound (20–100kHz) range encompasses a diverse set
of industrial and medical applications. Industrial ultrasound applications, which typically involve high power signals, mainly occupy this low frequency range. Apart
from industrial uses, various therapeutic medical treatments make use of this range
[5]. The few examples of low frequency ultrasound applied to human speech systems
are mainly for speech augmentation. For example Tosaya and Sliwa [32] patented a
system which applied ultrasonic signal injection to the vocal tract, both outside and
within the mouth, to make the task of voice recognition more robust to audible noise.
Meanwhile, Lahr [20] obtained an ultrasonic output from the vocal tract (VT) as the
third mode of a trimodal voice recognition system, operating alongside audible voice
and video of the lips, tongue and teeth. He used a position in front of the mouth as
an injection point for a 28–100 kHz excitation, with the signal penetrating the VT
through the mouth and teeth opening. The ultrasonic reflected output of his system
was demodulated to the audible range and used directly as an input channel to a voice
recognition system. Douglass [11], meanwhile patented a system using ultrasonic excitation to add value in improving the reliability of automatic speech recognition
(ASR) and for speech transmission. His excitation points included in front of and inside of the mouth. Between them, these implementations pioneered the possibility of
using LF ultrasound in speech processing. Inspired by these works, a physical framework was proposed for LF ultrasound propagation through the VT by the first author
in 2010 [6].
The present paper introduces a very different use for LF ultrasound. Firstly it
extends the theoretical framework for LF ultrasonic analysis of the vocal tract, simulating the VT response, for realistic excitation, before developing a novel application
for lip opening detection. This derives a binary determination of whether the lips are
open or closed, and is subsequently applied to the task of voice activity detection
(VAD), which itself is explored in [21].
When in use, a sounder and a microphone are held within a few centimetres of
a human face, facing towards the mouth. The sounder outputs a periodic wideband
LF ultrasonic signal, which propagates through air towards the mouth. The ultrasonic
signal is reflected from the face and is then picked up by the microphone as shown in
Fig. 1. Consider deployment of the system in a mobile telephone: if the loudspeaker
end of the mobile telephone is held to the ear during normal speaking operation, then
the ultrasonic sounder and speaker could be installed in the opposite (mouth) end of
the device, facing towards the mouth. With this arrangement, if the reflection area
includes the region of the mouth, a large difference in reflected signal will be evident
when the lips are open, compared to when they are closed. This difference is largely
due to the resonant chamber formed by the open mouth cavity and VT. In this paper,
we will firstly discuss the physics and physiology of these effects, evaluate these
resonances using simulations and measurements on fabricated VT models, and then
propose and evaluate a low complexity algorithm able to distinguish automatically
between the mouth open and closed states.
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Existing methods for automatically detecting lip opening or mouth shape do exist,
but tend to be costly, require specialised equipment and be computationally expensive. Previously published techniques include the following:
1. Video cameras [18, 25] pointed at the lips, analysed to detect movement or shape.
Obviously, these do not work well in low-light conditions, or where a mouth is
obscured. Furthermore, they require a continuous video stream to be captured
and analysed, which involves significant power consumption and computational
complexity in addition to an appropriately placed camera.
2. Doppler based systems for lip movement detection [17, 15], which tend to have
lower resolution than video based systems. These are considered to be relatively
robust and high performance, but are sensitive to positioning. Specialised sensors
must be placed appropriately to capture the data.
3. Skin contact electrodes [7, 16] can reportedly provide good performance. The
main disadvantages are that they must physically touch or be mounted on the
face. They reportedly do not work well for all users and suffer from several other
disadvantages [10].
By contrast, the low-frequency ultrasound based system described in this paper
provides several potentially important benefits, including: (a) The system, using inaudible ultrasonic frequencies, can be imperceptible to the user and others in the
vicinity of the user, (b) LF ultrasonic frequencies are not only above the threshold
of human hearing but also above the range of normal human sound production. Consequently, the signals are robust to audible noises such as background speech, (c)
The hardware required to generate, output, capture and process these signals is not
specialised: in fact many smartphones are capable of handling the signals, leading
to a potentially very inexpensive system for lip opening detection, (d) The system
requires very little power to operate, much less than involved in placing a voice call,
since the signals are of low energy, and only low-complexity processing is required,
(e) The ability to lip-synchronise a speech processing system could lead to improved
intelligibility and noise robustness, for example, by being able to ignore voice-like
sounds picked up during an extended period when lips are not moving.
The underlying motivation of the present work has several applications, the main
immediate examples being medical in nature. Some examples are:
1. Voice regeneration in speech impaired patients, including enabling hands-free lipsynchronous control of an electrolarynx, as a speech therapy aid, and for speech

Fig. 1 Block diagram of basic mouth state detection system arrangement.
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prosthesis design. The latter point includes systems able to detect the whisperlike voice of post-laryngectomised or trachaeotomised patients and convert this
to more normal speech [26], since these systems suffer from the reduced signalto-noise ratio and noise-like spectral characteristics of the detected voice, they are
thus often unable to reliably determine speech onset and termination (especially
in the presence of a noisy background).
2. Improved voice activity detection or speech activity detection (SAD) is also advantageous for mainstream speech communications systems that are required to
operate in acoustically noisy environments. Virtually all speech communications
systems, and many human-computer speech interface systems include a VAD
which operates on the basis of audible acoustic input signals. Since continuous
human phonetic production is related and synchronous to lip opening and closure, reliable knowledge of mouth movement has potential to enable more reliable
VAD – a simple form of this is evaluated experimentally in the current paper (the
VAD is developed further in [21]). The converse is also true: while lips remain
closed, speech is unlikely. This point may also prove advantageous for power saving if complex and power-hungry speech analysis/transmission algorithms employed during a voice call can be paused, saving power, while a speakers’ mouth
remains closed but loud background noises occur which would otherwise trigger
operation.
3. The technique also has potential for speaker validation. An authentication system
may add non-audible mouth movement data to the recorded speech of a subject
speaking into the system. The system would, in effect, not only authenticate based
on the audible speech of a user but upon the patterns of mouth opening and closing. It would, for example, require that the subject is physically present during
authentication, rather than simply a recording of the subjects’ speech.
This paper investigates the physical basis of LF ultrasonic response within the human
VT and mouth in Section 2, before analysing physical and computational models of
the system in Section 3. This understanding is used to design a system able to automatically determine the lip opening state or mouth movement of a subject in Section
4, which continues to report on five experiments that were conducted to explore the
novel detection method. In particular, a system is implemented to perform basic VAD,
and then evaluated in the presence of acoustic background noise. Section 5 concludes
the paper, and considers limitations of the technique and present study.

2 Analysis of low frequency ultrasonic propagation in the VT
For audible wave propagation, the VT is generally considered to be a linear system,
which considerably simplifies the mathematics of describing the process. One question that arises is whether the linearity assumption is also valid for LF ultrasound
propagating in the VT. If it can be verified as being a linear system, LF ultrasonic lip
status detection – and other applications using sounds of this frequency range – can
benefit from using a source-filter model to describe the excitation of the VT with an
external ultrasonic source.
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In order for LF ultrasonic propagation in the the VT to be linear, both the transmission medium and the structure of the system need to preserve the linearity criteria.
These are thus considered in the following subsections.
2.1 Propagation through the vocal tract
Attributes of the medium include amplitude linearity, attenuation and dispersion effects. Although the amplitude response of signals propagated through exhaled air is
known to be non-linear at high sound pressure levels, a system suitable for continuous
human use avoids such levels, and thus maintains linearity due to only small amplitudes being involved [3]. The two remaining frequency dependant attributes of LF
ultrasound propagation (in the air outside or inside the VT) are attenuation and dispersion effects. Attenuation has two components, namely absorption and scattering.
While scattering of sound can be considered negligible in this application, absorption
of ultrasound in air is considerably frequency dependant, increasing rapidly with frequency. However, limiting the frequency range of the current application to ultrasonic
frequencies of less than 100 kHz, the attenuation coefficient does not exceed 3dB/m
(ISO 9613-1, 1993) which can be ignored for the dimensions of the acoustic system
in question (i.e. the typical VT length, surveyed extensively by [33]). The other precondition of linearity for ultrasound propagation in air is that the air medium should
be an ideal gas in which the speed of sound is independent of sound frequency. For
the frequency range of interest and the dimensions of the VT, the dispersive effects of
the air medium bounded inside the vocal tract is negligible, despite their being higher
concentrations of CO2 in exhaled air (CO2 is known to be dispersive [36])
Considering negligible effects of dissipation and dispersion, LF ultrasonic propagation in the VT can be approximated as a linear lossless process with any excitation
source being similar in principle to excitation of the VT at the lips as in VT spectrometry [12, 34] or as in the precise measurement of the VT impulse response in
the audible domain [28, 19]. On the other hand, the VT is a resonant cavity at LF
ultrasonic frequencies that has one major difference with the audible case: at audible
speech frequencies, due to the relatively large wavelengths involved, sound mainly
propagates axially along the VT in one dimension only. As the frequency increases
above a certain limit, cross-modes appear. For a simplified circular tube model of the
VT, this limit is defined as 0.5861c/2a [13] where c is the speed of sound and a is
the radius of the tube cross-section. For a relatively large VT of 15cm2 cross-section
[33], it is around 4.7 kHz [29]. Consequently at higher frequencies, in addition to
axial standing waves, resonant cross-modes appear. The high frequency sound then
propagates in three dimensions with a much more complex resonance pattern [3].
2.2 The air-tissue interface
In addition to propagation through air, a system driving the VT with a LF ultrasonic excitation will involve the signals encountering one or more air/tissue interfaces. This is another potential source of non-linearity or signal attenuation. However, the reflection coefficient for an air-tissue interface at these frequencies is high,
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about 0.99 due to a large impedance mismatch between the two mediums: the acoustic impedance of air (Z1 = 0.0004 × 106 Rayls) is much smaller than that of soft
tissue (Z2 = 1.71 × 106 Rayls for muscle)1 . So assuming negligible dispersive effects [35], airborne ultrasound almost completely reflects back from an air/tissue or
tissue/air interface, and is constrained very well within the VT. Thus when the mouth
is closed, the signal reflects very well from the face. When the mouth is open, the
signal propagates into the VT, where it is largely constrained by the VT walls.

3 Modelling LF ultrasonic VT propagation
Section 2 established that LF ultrasonic propagation inside the VT can be approximated as a linear system. A mathematical formulation for this has been described
previously by the first author [3].
The mathematical model derives from general wave equations of propagation
with the use of a series of assumptions and simplifications. Firstly is that of irrotational flow in propagation through the VT. Although the assumption is challenged
by rotational flows being present in turbulent air, and jet flows being present in the
production of unvoiced utterances during speech, the non-linearity is commonly included as an attribute of the glottal source [27] in classical source-filter models of the
human vocal system. In the LF ultrasonic case, the excitation source is not actually
glottal in nature, and typically does not involve turbulent air jets. Therefore it is only
when an LF ultrasonic signal happens to excite the VT simultaneously with the jet
flow of an unvoiced utterance that the non-linearity would potentially occur, and in
this case it does not immediately affect the signal injection point (which is located by
the lips), instead affecting a much more distant reflection point of the system (i.e. the
glottal region). It therefore requires a more minor approximation than that which is
conventionally applied for audible speech systems.
For a linear model, we also assume only small disturbances in pressure and density as mentioned, which preserve the linearity of the medium – in addition to discarding effects of dispersion. Low power ultrasound is also much preferred over high
power signals for system implementation in terms of potential bio-effects [5]. In fact,
the LF ultrasonic equations of propagation through the VT are very similar to those
for audible propagation [14], with the main difference being that the sound wave
propagates in three dimensions, whereas the audible case is commonly considered to
be mainly axial [6].

3.1 Modelling VT propagation
To further understand the LF ultrasonic propagation through the VT, finite element
simulations were performed on models of the human VT. Since the standard 44-tube
Kelly-Lochbaum model is known to be valid for sampling frequencies up to 60 kHz
[8], this was used as the basis of the simulated VT structures. In total, six English
1

The speed of sound is approximated to 1600 m/s in muscle and 343 m/s in air.
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vowels were modelled2 . The area functions and the length of the tubes were provided by [30], with the impedance of the VT walls made equal to the mean acoustic
impedance of soft tissue in the human body (1.7 × 106 Rayl). Wave equations valid
for LF ultrasound [2], were used to drive the propagation.
In order to verify the model structures as well as the basic modelling technique,
the system was first explored in the audible domain where known resonance data, i.e.
‘ground truth’ exists. Resonances were computed from the finite element models, and
compared with the simulated and natural resonances of the real VTs as reported by
[30]. The results of this comparison are reported in [4]. The degree of correspondence
was calculated between the simulated 44-tube model resonant frequencies, and the
natural and simulated resonances. The resonances were compared since they relate
to the important formant frequencies in voiced speech [22]. Results showed a very
close correspondence for most resonances (apart from the case where lip opening
is extremely small). This previous work therefore validated the basic technique in
the audible domain, where comparative data is available, and is not reproduced here.
In the present paper, the same technique will now be extended slightly upwards in
frequency to the LF ultrasonic domain.

3.2 Modelling ultrasonic VT propagation
With the aim of modelling the lip opening detection system developed in this paper,
an ultrasonic excitation was applied to the same VT models from a point in front of
the mouth (the glottis was closed during all tests, as a perfect reflector, and the lips
open into a free field). Several measuring positions, located in front of the lips at a
distance of a few cm, separated laterally by distances of greater than one wavelength,
were identified and the ultrasonic frequency responses evaluated at those locations.
Fig. 2 plots the results of a time harmonic analysis of the 44-tube model resonances of
one particular vowel /O/ from 14–21 kHz in two locations. It is very clear that the resonant peaks match well at the measurement positions (and this is true for all measured
positions), although the zeros do not necessarily align. The LPC envelope (which, as
an all-pole representation is insensitive to the zeros in the response) matches for all
measurement positions. Table 1 lists the resonance frequencies for each of six English
vowels across the same LF ultrasonic frequency range, showing that the responses in
each case are significantly different.
As a further step of verification, the six 44-tube vowel models were fabricated in
epoxy using a 3D printer. The final VT models were excited by an ultrasonic loudspeaker in an anechoic chamber (a full description of the complete hardware setup
will be given in Section 4). Resonance peak frequencies were determined for this
physical setup. Resonances were also measured at audible frequencies (not reported
here, but given in [1]). The physically measured resonances peaks were verified to
have no more than 0.02% deviation from the simulation results of Table 1.
At this point, a physical basis has been developed for VT propagation, verified in
the audible domain against finite element models of known VT shapes with published
2 The six vowel geometries are: /i/, /æ/, /u/, /E/, /O/, /o/ as in heed, had, who, head, paw, and hoe respectively.
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Fig. 2 Resonances from LF ultrasonic propagation through a 44-tube finite element VT model of vowel
/O/ (with excitation at the lips and the glottis considered closed), data from [1].

resonance data, and analysed in the LF ultrasonic domain. Three dimensional models
were also built using the same VT shapes and acoustically tested at both audible and
LF ultrasonic frequencies, to match both the published data and the finite element
model responses. With confidence in the basic theoretical foundation and analytical
techniques, subsequent sections will develop and then evaluate the lip opening detection system.

3.3 Simulation of open and closed mouth response
Before performing experimental and human subject testing, the system was simulated
in its entirety using MATLAB. In this case, the simulation modelled the simple block
diagram of Fig. 1, where a test subject began with mouth closed for 4 seconds, opened
his mouth (and attached VT) in the configuration of the vowel /O/ for 8 s, and then
closed his mouth again for 4 s. A wideband Gaussian noise source signal was incident
on his face, from which a signal reflected back to be captured by a microphone. Both

Table 1 Resonance frequencies of the 44 tube models for LF ultrasonic excitation at the lips (glottis
closed), measured as described in [1].
/O/
14,323
15,284
15,581
15,884
16,508
17,417
17,633
18,448
19,372
19,943
20,227

/æ/
14,832
15,801
16,660
17,598
17,911
18,638
19,103
19,656
20,248

/E/
14,117
15,454
16,411
17,600
18,886
19,992

/i/
14,717
15,663
16,272
17,062
18,006
18,231
18,977
19,469
20,337

/u/
14,034
15,062
15,663
16,306
16,844
17,603
18,288
19,238
19,429
19,613
20,273

/o/
14,166
15,075
16,255
16,770
17,513
19,033
20,482
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transducers were assumed to be perfect signal converters, and the air-tissue interface
(see Section 2.2) assumed to be a perfect reflector. In the open mouth state, the VT of
the simulated subject was in the configuration of the vowel /O/ obtained from equal
interval area functions of a human subject provided in [30]. The area functions were
then bounded by a closed glottis and open lips, converted to reflection coefficients
and then to LPC coefficients3 .
Given fixed area functions, the resulting frequency response would obviously be
stationary during each phase. Therefore the simulation applied a random 12.5% fluctuation (zero mean, normal distribution) on each area function element every 0.5 s to
model a plausibly realistic rate and degree of movement of the VT articulators. During the mouth opening phase, 50% of the incident signal was coupled into the VT,
with the remainder being reflected by the face.
Fig. 3 shows a time-frequency domain visualisation of the simulation result for
the frequency range 14–21 kHz. The range and plotting method are chosen to match
the experimental output from human subjects presented later in Section 4, Fig. 6.
Briefly, a stack of 160 short-time power spectra are plotted, derived from 10 nonoverlapping analysis frames per second, over a duration of 16 seconds. The first and
last few analysis frames represent the closed mouth response, whereas those in the
centre represent the open mouth response. To generate this plot, a ‘closed’ spectral
template was computed as the mean spectral response of the first 20 and the last 20
frames (known a priori to be closed). This was subtracted from the spectra of all
analysis frames before computing the spectral power. The plot thus shows, during the
open mouth period, a large and obvious power spectral difference compared to when
the mouth is closed.

4 LF ultrasonic mouth status detection system
The proposed system comprises a source and detector, connected to signal generation
and recording equipment respectively, which are to be located in front of the mouth
of a human test subject, as shown in Fig. 1. In this section, the method is evaluated
by constructing and analysing an experimental implementation.
In general terms, both source and detector are placed to act horizontally, located
approximately axially to the mouth at a distance of a few centimetres. It should be
noted that it is a highly advantageous aspect of the system that precise placement
is not required (as will be discussed later). For the purposes of calibration, the test
subject was replaced by a reflective board located where the mouth would be. When
analysing the three dimensional models described in Section 3, these were placed
with the ‘lip’ end around 5 cm from the source, the axis of the tube aligned horizontally with the source such that the closed ‘glottis’ end is then around 20 cm away. Fig.
4 shows the arrangement of the acoustic hardware system for a human test subject.
In use, the source generates a LF ultrasonic excitation signal which is output towards
the test subject and then reflected back from the mouth and face, to be captured by
the detector.
3 The conversion was made using the lpcaa2rf() and lpcrf2ar() functions from the excellent
Voicebox package [9]
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Fig. 3 Time-frequency domain representation of the closed/open/closed lip response for a simulated subject with VT in the configuration of the vowel /O/ during the open mouth period. Peaks due to the resonances of the VT in the open mouth state are clearly evident in the response.

Fig. 4 Acoustic hardware of mouth status detection system (as deployed for Experiment 4). A schematic
of the human head is used to illustrate the location of a test subject.

For the experiments in this paper, a relatively low frequency ultrasonic range of
between 14 and 21 kHz was used, with some exploration up to 24 kHz. Although
this range partially overlaps the upper frequencies of human hearing, especially for
children, it is a convenient range for experimentation. Firstly, despite being partially
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sub-ultrasonic, it remains outside the normal range of typical human speech and is
thus unaffected by background speech (tested later), yet it allows a slight audible
indication of the measurement signal, which was a significant help in the experimental procedure. Although any frequency below about 100 kHz could have been used
(as discussed in Section 3), a lower frequency excitation signal can be generated by
readily available audio hardware, and handled with many standard loudspeakers and
microphones.
In this case, the excitation signal is a linear swept-frequency cosine (chirp) pulse
train [23] with each chirp set to linearly sweep the frequency range of 14–21 kHz
with constant amplitude. Using a linear chirp, the amplitude envelope of the reflected
signal naturally varies in time according to its spectral response.
The hypothesis is that when the lips of the test subject are open in a vowel configuration, the VT appears acoustically in parallel with the free field baffled by the face,
and that this is readily distinguishable from the closed lip state through an analysis
of the reflected LF ultrasonic chirp. Furthermore that if this technique is to be usable
for many of the applications mentioned previously, it should be relatively robust in
terms of placement accuracy and be usable for the detection of speaking. A number
of experiments are now described that have been conducted to explore and evaluate
this novel technique.

4.1 Experiment 1 – lips open/lips close detection
A continuous sequence of 0.5 s long LF ultrasonic chirps were generated by a signal
generator unit (DT Translations 9836, Data Translations Inc., Marlboro, Mass, USA)
connected to and controlled by a laptop computer. The analogue output from the generator unit drove a horizontally mounted ultrasonic loudspeaker (Avisoft Scanspeak,
Germany). This was coupled to an inverse horn acting as an ideal acoustic current
source, located axially in front of the mouth of a test subject. The inverse horn was
constructed, based on the description in [12], specifically to introduce no additional
resonances to the flat frequency response generated by the loudspeaker. The generated signal was adjusted so that ultrasonic chirps recorded by the microphone at the
tip of the horn had a relatively flat frequency response. Consequently, the speaker and
the horn can be considered as an acoustic current source which is essentially independent of the load. For calibration purposes, a hard reflective plate was located in
place of the subject’s face, to ensure that the closed mouth response remained as flat
as possible without making the system user-specific (i.e. the system hardware does
not need to be adjusted for different test subjects). Once the initial system calibration
was complete, the source signal and arrangement remained unchanged for the series
of measurements. The procedure was conducted in an anechoic chamber with the
test subject seated, facing the horn. An ophthalmic examination chin rest was used to
maintain a horn-lip distance of about 5 cm.
The LF ultrasonic excitation enters the open mouth or is reflected back from the
face in the closed lip state, and was captured and recorded using two wideband microphones (Zoom H4n, Zoom Corp., Tokyo, Japan, on board directional condenser
microphones). The signals were sampled at 96 kHz with 16-bit precision.
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Fig. 5 (Top) time domain reflected waveform for a subject with lips closed, then open, then closed in a
mimed vowel configuration. The dotted line represents a lip detection result. (Bottom) power spectrum of
the reflected chirp, showing the increased ‘peakiness’ when the lips are open.

The system design would not be complete without considering standing wave
resonances that may occur in the lip closed state between the closed mouth/face and
the transducer. Although such resonances were found to be rare in practice, since the
wavelength of sound in the frequency range of 14–21 kHz varies from 1.6 to 2.4 cm
(the speed of sound being 343 m/s in the air at STP), they could potentially occur
between the horn tip and the skin/lips. To suppress these resonances if they were to
occur, a sound absorbing material was used to cover the horn body apart from the tip
(not shown in Fig. 4).
4.1.1 Frequency response of closed and open lips
When the subject is in place, and opens his/her mouth, the resonances of the mouth
cavity and vocal tract appear to cause strong variations in the frequency response of
the measured spectrum. Since the excitation signal is a linear chirp, this is evident
from the time domain envelope of the reflected chirp signal. By contrast, with the
system set up as described, then when the mouth is closed, a relatively flat reflection
of the ultrasonic excitation reaches the recorder without major resonance effects. This
can be seen in Fig. 5 where the time domain reflected signal is plotted (top waveform),
along with a simple power spectral representation (bottom waveform). During this
test, the subject was instructed to began with their lips closed, open their mouth after
about 3 s to form an /O/ vowel shape, and then closed their lips again 15 s later. In this
instance they mimed the vowel rather than spoke it aloud.
A dotted line is overlaid on the plot to indicate the open lip period (it is actually
the output of an automated detection algorithm that will be described later). The plot
very clearly demonstrates an obvious difference in reflected chirp between the two
states of lips closed and lips open. Note that the periodic chirp signals at either end
of the waveform plot are very similar in shape to the generated chirp measured at the
tip of the horn (not shown).
To explore further, Fig. 6 plots a time-frequency representation of a single {closed–
/O/–closed} lip sequence where a male test subject began with closed mouth, then
opened his mouth to mime the VT configuration of the vowel /O/ for about 12 s before
closing his mouth again. It can again be observed that the closed and open states have
clear distinction, and the open lip state is characterised by the appearance of strong
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resonances, as already predicted by the LF ultrasonic VT simulations. This plot, obtained from experimental data, appears very similar to that predicted by simulation
in Section 3.3 and shown in Fig. 3 , although slightly more time-domain variation
in spectral peaks is evident. Both figures were plotted using the same MATLAB signal analysis and plotting code, simply using different input data from simulation and
experiment respectively.
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Fig. 6 Time-frequency representation of the closed/open /O/ vowel/closed lip states. The arrows point to
the locations of the lip opening and closing events.

4.2 Experiment 2 – lip state detection
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of lip state detection using this method, results
were gathered from one female (F) and one male (M) adult subjects, both with unimpaired speaking ability and neither with facial hair. Signals were recorded for the
LF ultrasonic chirp excitation being applied to a variety of mouth and lip opening
conditions, under the same conditions as Experiment 1.
The lip state detection effectiveness was initially tested for a mimed configuration
of 6 English sustained vowels. Three states were tested for each vowel, namely full
opening of the lips and mouth, half opening (with lips partially open but no teeth visible from the front) and a semi-closed state (with lips mostly closed but visible teeth).
It is acknowledged that the latter two states would naturally cause the vowel, if spoken, to change somewhat from the given prototype form (however in this experiment
the vowel was not spoken or otherwise identified during the test so the actual sound
involved is no more than hypothetical, and not a critical aspect of the experiment).
In total, 60 recordings were captured for each user under each condition, making
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a total of 360 recorded vowels for the two subjects. To ensure the performance of
the system was independent of specific vowel utterances, the same experimental arrangement was then used to record results from the two test subjects asked to open
and close their lips in a random manner (i.e. not in any specific pre-determined vowel
configuration). 60 further samples were recorded in this way per subject.
4.2.1 Detection algorithm
An algorithm was implemented to detect the status of the lips from the above test
recordings. The 14–21 kHz reflected chirp signal sampled at 96 kHz was first bandpass filtered and then demodulated to the baseband to cover a frequency range of
0–7 kHz, resampled at 14 kHz in the process. Next, the signal was segmented into
50% overlapping frames of length 0.5 s (given the 2 Hz chirp rate used for these
tests). The beginning of each chirp pulse window was detected using autocorrelation between the known linear swept-frequency cosine signal and the reflected sound
segment being analysed. Very strong autocorrelation peaks identified the beginning
of each chirp. Since the linear source-filter theory applies to the LF ultrasonic and
sub-ultrasonic excitations of the VT, this acts as a frequency-selective filter on the
chirp signal (the source), when the mouth is open. Consequently, the time domain
envelope of the reflected pulses become proportional to the frequency response of the
VT cavity. This envelope, P (f ), is then extracted as the basis for detecting the status
of the lips. The envelope, P (f ), was visible in the lower plot within Fig. 5.
Lip status was determined by the presence of greater number of peaks in the
frequency spectrum in the open state. Since VT resonances appear in the open state
response, the number of peaks increases significantly, and this attribute can therefore
be used for decision making. Considering xP and xV to be the peak and valley values
of P (f ) for each chirp pulse repetition respectively; µP and µV as the mean values
of the peaks and valleys in that pulse respectively, a metric C is defined such that:




C = E (xP − µP )2 + E (xV − µV )2

(1)

The result of this determination is plotted in Fig. 7 using the same raw data as
that presented in Fig. 5. Peaks in the power spectrum are identified as small circles
overlaid on the lower power spectral waveform, which then serve as the basis of the
lip opening detection, with the result of simple threshold detector shown as a dotted
line on the top waveform.
4.2.2 Lip state detection accuracy
The frame-wise binary lip state detection results for the {open/vowel/open} responses
are listed for each of the tested vowel configurations in Table 2. Three lip states (full
open, half open and semi closed) are identified separately for the male and female
subjects. It is evident that extremely high accuracy is possible using this simple technique. There is also some variation of the results with the vowel used, indicating that
it may be possible to use this technique to identify individual vowels or phonemes
(in much the same way that lip-reading is performed based on lip shape). However
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Fig. 7 As per Fig. 5, but indicating the detected spectral peaks and valleys in the reflected chirp signal
power spectrum as small circles.

this has not been tested in the current paper, beyond noting that the lowest scoring
results occur for the smallest lip openings (in a similar way that the smaller lip opening vowels resulted in the lowest correspondence between simulation and theory in
Section 3.1). These results are consistent with the use of VT resonances as a detection
feature – smaller lip openings naturally reduce the energy coupling into and out of
the VT. A second test involved random opening and closing of the lips and mouth,
Table 2 Frame-wise percentage accuracy of the system for six English vowels with three degrees of lip
opening, incorporating some results from [1].
Vowel
Fullopen
Halfopen
Semiclosed

Subject
/O/
/æ/
/E/
/u/
/i/
F
98.6
96.0
94.7
97.3
95.0
M
96.0
95.0
93.4
96.4
96.0
F
95.7
93.4
91.4
95.2
95.5
M
93.4
90.8
90.8
93.4
93.4
F
96.0
93.4
88.2
90.8
82.0*
M
94.4
90.8
85.6*
88.2
93.4
* The mouth opening was sometimes less than 3 mm wide open

/o/
93.8
96.0
92.1
92.8
91.6
88.2

where subjects were asked to have their lips either closed, or open their mouth in a
sustained random shape (not necessarily in a vowel configuration) before closing it
again. These results yielded a frame-wise accuracy exceeding 90% for the female and
94% for the male over the 60 instances per subject.
4.2.3 Experimental conditions
Several variations in experimental conditions were explored during the course of
these tests. Firstly, the chirp signal amplification was adjusted across a range of
around 40 dBSP L . In general, it was found that decreasing the signal power tended
to weaken the resonance response as less energy propagated into the mouth and VT.
During the tests, the gain was adjusted such that sufficient signal energy was present
to generate resonances in the VT, with the target gain range set to match typical
speech amplitudes of the subjects. During the setup phase the LF ultrasonic signal
was replaced or alternated with an equivalent 0–7 kHz audible chirp. The signal level
was maintained at a comfortable amplitude experienced by the subjects. Increasing
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Fig. 8 Recording points located at different angles to the mouth axis in the horizontal plane, at 0◦ , 30◦ ,
60◦ and 90◦ .

the gain too much was found to cause adjacent resonances to merge together, however
higher gain conditions were not explored, constrained by provisions in the human
ethics approvals for this work. In practice, a clear and very wide window of usable
gain was noted, and was easy to determine empirically. For all experiments described
in the paper, it was neither necessary nor desirable to adjust gain for different subjects.
Precise placement of the source and detector was also unnecessary (this aspect
will be explored later), and even the chin rest was discarded in later experiments as
careful head orientation and horn tip–lip distance were not found to be critical to
performance up to about 10 cm, as long as the tip of the horn remained clearly pointing at the mouth of the subject, and the positioning was pseudo-stationary during two
chirp periods. Thus, in general terms, the system was found to be robust to alignment,
speaker and microphone placement, signal level and background noise.
In order to assess this further, additional experiments were undertaken. The first
is an evaluation of the effects of positioning accuracy on performance. Beyond that
are experiments to determine the effect of background noise.

4.3 Experiment 3 – effect of angle of incidence
As predicted by finite element modelling (and shown in Fig. 2), the main sensitivity
of this system is not its recording location. However the direction (angle) of the excitation point with respect to the mouth could still affect the performance of the system.
Therefore, an experiment was constructed to verify the effect on performance of adjusting the angle of excitation in a horizontal plane around the head.
A subject was seated in front of the horn, using the chin rest, with a distance of
just under 5 cm between the lips and the horn tip. The angle of the horn was varied
with respect to the axis of the mouth and lips. Excitation points were located in a
horizontal arc equidistant to the mouth, at angles of 0◦ (directly in front), then 30◦ ,
60◦ and 90◦ to the side as shown in Fig. 8. A total of 40 vowel and 40 random
articulations were recorded at each excitation angle. Excitation points were adjusted
repeatedly between articulations, and measured to be about +/- 10◦ around the desired
angle.
The effect of increased angle of incidence was to reduce the influence of VT
resonances on the open lip responses. This is very evident in Fig. 9 which shows
time-frequency plots of one instance of the {closed-open-closed} sequence (random
articulation) for the four different angles of excitation. The observation of the VT-
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Fig. 9 Time-frequency plots of the {closed/open/closed lips} response recorded at side angles of a) 0◦ , b)
30◦ , c) 60◦ and d) 90◦ , with approximate transition instants marked by dotted lines.

induced resonances is most clear in the frontal excitation, but moving from frontal
to 90◦ , the spectral resonances tend to reduce in amplitude, as well as becoming
smoother. However, the two states (open/closed lips) remain easily distinguishable in
each case.
The frame-wise binary lip open/lip close determination was repeated for the angleof-incidence recordings, yielding accuracy figures reported in Table 3. While performance is obviously better when the source is axial with respect to the lips, and degrades as angle increases, even the perpendicular condition yields very good results
exceeding 80% accuracy.

Table 3 Frame-wise percentage accuracy for different angles of exposure for vowel configuration and
random openings. Further detail can be found in [1].
Angle
Vowels
Random

0◦
93.6
92.0

30◦
92.9
89.4

60◦
90.4
85.3

90◦
86.7
81.5
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4.4 Experiment 4 – voiced and unvoiced speech
The experiments reported up to now involved constrained positioning of the test subject using an ophthalmic chin rest. They also required the test subject to carefully
control their mouth and lip shape in a sequence of closed lips, mouth open in a vowel
shape, then closed lips. Although the random mouth opening test was more realistic,
the conditions were still relatively unnatural, and some of the equipment was quite
specialised. Therefore two further experiments were designed: the first experiment
considers the effect of voicing and non-vowel shapes, while the second assesses the
technique in terms of its accuracy as a voice activity detector, and specifically evaluates the effect of background noise on performance.
In these tests, conducted in a soundproofed room, identical chirp signals were
generated using MATLAB and replayed using a Zoom H2 recorder (Zoom Corp.,
Tokyo, Japan). An audio amplifier designed to work with sampling frequencies up to
192 kHz (Yamaha RX-V371, Yamaha Corp. Japan) was used to amplify this analogue
output. The resulting signal was reproduced using the 19 mm high frequency tweeter
unit from a Kef C3 loudspeaker, rated up to 40 kHz (GP Acoustics Ltd, Kent, UK),
coupled to an inverse horn, similarly to the previous experiments.
Subjects was seated with their mouth axially located in front of the ultrasonic
source horn, at a distance of between 1–6 cm, and the microphones moved slightly
to the side of their face, at a distance of between 2–8 cm. Since exact positioning is
not critical, the primary consideration was to ensure that both the open and closed lip
states remained roughly axial with the horn tip. While movement was not physically
constrained in any way, subjects were asked to remain as stationary as possible with
respect to the horn tip.
Again, the ultrasonic excitation was placed to enter the mouth when the lips are
open (or reflected back from the face in the closed lip state) and be captured using
two wide band condenser microphones (Zoom H4n, Zoom Corp., Tokyo, Japan). The
recorder was set to sample at 96 kHz with 16-bit precision.
Since the results up to now involved subjects mouthing vowels, rather than speaking them, it was considered necessary to investigate whether the lip state detection
technique would also operate for spoken phonemes, and for non vowels. Thus an
experiment was devised in which subjects were asked to speak a sequence of short
words with at least a one second pause between each utterance. Some words were to
be mouthed (i.e. not vocalised) rather than spoken. For this test, the chirp excitation
repetition rate was increased from 2 Hz to 10 Hz. All users had unimpaired speaking
ability, no facial hair and were aged between 20 and 45 years old.
Fig. 10 reproduces some of the signals from one test. The upper plot reproduces
the time domain waveform of the reflected chirp signal. There are 56 full repetitions
of the 14-21 kHz chirps shown in the waveform (each with relative amplitude of approximately 0.05). During the recording period shown in the figure, a male subject
recites five letters of the alphabet beginning with ‘E’. Letters ‘F’ and ‘G’ are mimed
rather than spoken. The lower plot shows a spectrogram of the recorded signal (sample rate is 96 kHz so the normalised frequency spans 0 Hz to 48 kHz), with the linear
chirps easily visible as diagonal lines. The three spoken letters are also very evident as
the vocal energy can be seen clearly in the spectrogram. By contrast, the spectrogram
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Fig. 10 (Top) time domain waveform of the reflected signal showing a mixture of low amplitude chirps
and recorded speech (a male subject reciting the alphabet from ‘E’ to ‘I’ with ‘F’ and ‘G’ being silently
mimed rather than spoken). (Middle) frame-wise detection metric with decision output plotted as circles,
0 indicating open lips and 1 indicating closed lips. (Bottom) 48 kHz spectrogram of the reflected signal,
showing the chirps as diagonal lines, as well as revealing the clear spectral presence of the voiced letters.

shows very little evidence of the two mimed letters. In fact, evidence of the presence
of the mimed letters, as well as the spoken letters, is carried in the diagonal reflected
chirps. The solid line in the middle plot shows the summed difference between frameby-frame Welch’s power spectral density estimates taken of the down-converted and
bandpass filtered chirps (i.e. processed as per the detection algorithm discussed previously). The circles indicate the output of the decision metric: zero indicating a lip
open condition, and 1 indicating a lip closed condition. Apart from the two frames at
the start, when the algorithm has not yet stabilised, the detection is perfect for both
voiced and non-voiced phonemes. This result is typical: in all tests there was no instance where vocal information (i.e. audibly spoken words) was found to improve the
detection accuracy.

4.5 Experiment 5 – vocal activity detection
Having established that vocal information does not improve detection accuracy for
spoken or mouthed phonemes, the question that remains is whether the converse is
true: does background noise degrade the accuracy of the system? Apart from determining robustness to background noise, we will also evaluate whether the method
can be used as a VAD (note that a further VAD application is evaluated in [21]).
Strictly speaking, the role of a VAD is to detect the presence of voice, but some
of the potential applications of this technology require the detection of whispered or
mouthed speech – for example in speech prosthetics for voice-loss patients. Although
we maintain the terminology, the precise task being tested will be to detect spoken,
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whispered or mouthed sentences without using audible voicing information, i.e. using
only the frequency response of the 14–21 kHz reflected chirp signal.
Conducted in a soundproofed room, this experiment used the equipment described
above for Experiment 4. In addition to the previous arrangement, wideband background noise was played within the room while subjects were asked to read aloud a
sequence of sentences. The test conditions were designed to match those used in the
Doppler-based VAD evaluation by Kalgaonkar et. al. [17]. Wide band background
noise recordings, consisting of Office, Car, Babble, Speech and Music backgrounds4
were added acoustically (not mixed in digitally) to create a background far-field noise
environment.
Three different noise SNRs were used, set to -10 dB, 0 dB and +10 dB at the
source. Due in part to the Lombard effect [22], and the closeness of the recorder
microphone to the mouth, the lowest mean speech-to-noise SNR measured at the
recorder was 2.6 dB, while the highest was 25.6 dB. The chirp-to-noise ratio measured at the same place varied from -6.2 dB to 0.2 dB.
Three female (F) and four male (M) subjects (normal speakers, no facial hair),
recorded individually, were asked to read aloud a sequence of sentences with a silent
gap of 5 to 10 s between each. Sentences were selected from TIMIT [31], and presented in a random, balanced, sequence of 20 with multiple repetitions of the list
to fill a fixed recording duration of 250 s per subject. During the test, subjects were
asked to remain stationary, but were not physically constrained. They were requested
to keep their lips closed when not speaking – the reason being that the presence of audible speech was used to judge lip opening ‘ground truth’, since no other information
was recorded which could provide this information, apart from the chirp resonances
under evaluation.
4.5.1 Vocal activity detection performance
Detection analysis was performed using the detection measure described previously.
The expectation operator was automatically adjusted periodically during the analysis
to adapt to varying levels and type of background noise. An example recording from
this test is reproduced in Fig. 11, showing the time domain waveform at the top of
the plot. For each chirp-sized analysis window, aligned at a chirp start using autocorrelation as discussed previously, a determination was made as to whether it occurred
during a lip-open or lip-closed period. The absolute value of this detection metric is
plotted in the lower window of Fig. 11. Simple thresholding of this metric is used to
derive a hard lip open/lip closed decision (plotted as circles in the lower window).
The first third of the recording corresponds to a +10 dB background noise period, the
middle third is at 0 dB and the final third corresponds to -10 dB.
To examine further, the first 20% of the recording is reproduced in Fig. 12, comprising seven spoken TIMIT sentences interspersed with gaps during which time the
4 Office and Car recordings were obtained as 96 kHz, 24-bit and 32-bit sample files from Freesound.org
(nos. 108695 and 193780 respectively), recorded on Tascam DR-100 mk-II using on board directional
condenser microphones (TEAC Corp., Tokyo, Japan). Other recordings were made by the author using the
on board directional condenser microphones of a Zoom H4n (Zoom Corp., Tokyo, Japan), recorded at a
96 kHz sample rate with 16-bit resolution. The original recordings are available upon request.
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Fig. 11 (Top) time domain waveform of the reflected chirp recorded in background noise while a subject
is reading a list of TIMIT sentences, separated by silent periods. (Bottom) the solid line plots the detection
metric, with frame-wise decision indicated by circles. The background noise reduces in amplitude during
the test.

lips were closed. For the first sentence shown (“Just long enough to make you feel important”), the mean speech-to-background noise ratio is 17 dB, but is -3.9 dB for the
seventh sentence (“I know I didn’t meet her early enough”), corrupted by high levels
of background speech. Note that the decision metric (the lower plot) does not remain
consistently high during the ‘speech’ periods – and naturally so because the lips are
not consistently open during this entire period. For the speaker shown in this figure,
all sentences were easily detected, with no false detections, irrespective of noise type
and level.

Fig. 12 An expanded version of the first seven spoken sentences from Fig. 9, more clearly showing the
interrelationship between the detection metric and frame-by-frame hard decisions (bottom) to the time
domain waveform (top).

A summary of results is presented in Table 4 in terms of the mean frame-wise
VAD accuracy, for each of the noise levels and types, averaged over all speakers.
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False detections are also reported. Clearly, the detection accuracy significantly exceeds 90% in most cases, and is comparable to the performance reported by [17],
despite the fact that their work was completely different: it was a fixed-frequency
40 kHz Doppler-based mouth movement detector (we do not use Doppler analysis, or
specialised sensors, but rely on a chirp at a much lower ultrasonic frequency range,
depending on VT and mouth cavity resonances to distinguish lip state). There is no
strong evidence from these results that performance depends upon either noise type
or noise level, although it was noted that some test subjects scored consistently worse
than others. In total, spurious detections occurred on average in 1.8% of frames durTable 4 Mean frame-wise detection accuracy and false detection rate (i.e. spurious events, also reporting
standard deviation), for voice activity detection of spoken TIMIT sentences in various levels of background
noise.
Condition
Car
Music
Speech
Babble
Office
+10 dB noise
0 dB noise
-10 dB noise

Accuracy %
96.5
94.2
94.1
91.7
94.2
96.7
92.7
93.0

False % (σ)
2.1 (1.2)
1.1 (0.5)
1.6 (0.2)
1.8 (0.6)
1.7 (1.0)
1.5 (0.7)
1.6 (1.1)
2.0 (0.6)

ing the test5 . Many of these mis-detections were either isolated frames, or were extensions beyond a speech period – both of which would typically be ignored in a
VAD system implementation [22]. On average, 3.8% of TIMIT sentence utterances
were mis-detected, with a significant number attributed to a single test sitting by one
subject (the figure reduces to 2.1% if that subject is excluded from the results).
4.5.2 Application consideration
The low frequency and low amplitude signals used in these techniques can be generated by standard audio equipment such as smartphones and even MP3 players (which
can often sample at up to 48 kHz), however any technique with possible medical
applications requires careful considerations of safety – particularly one which may
involve long-term or continuous human exposure, such as in a voice prosthesis. Thus,
the bio-effects of this range of low-frequency ultrasonic signals have been evaluated
[5] and extended by proposing a modification of the standard mechanical index to
apply to the low frequency ultrasonic region [24].
The signal generation and analysis algorithms involve frame-wise continuous processing, rather than batch processing, and are thus well-suited to real time implementation. Various detection metrics have been tested: the use of linear swept frequency
chirp excitation means that computationally costly conversion to the frequency domain is unnecessary during operation.
5 Note that, since the system detects lip opening rather than speaking, it is possible that some of these
false detections did actually correspond to non-speech lip opening events if the subject opened their lips,
for example to breathe through their mouth.
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5 Conclusion
Low frequency ultrasonic excitation of the human vocal tract from in front of the face
is a novel technique with attractive characteristics of being inherently silent to human
hearing as well as being robust to audible noise. In general terms, the technique has
the potential to be used as an additional modality in systems that regenerate voice for
speech impaired patients, or for silent speech interface implementations. The low frequency ultrasonic signals used in this technique do not require specialised hardware –
they can be generated, captured and processed by simple audio hardware such as that
included in smart phones, and the processing itself is of relatively low complexity.
Propagation characteristics of low frequency ultrasound in the vocal tract were
shown to provide a linear lossless system which can be described by the common
source filter theory of (audible) speech production, but in a three dimensional propagation scenario. Finite element modelling of ultrasonic propagation inside the vocal
tract predicted the occurrence of several resonances within the frequency range used.
Three dimensional tube models were constructed for six English vowels and tested
to validate the simulations: these models also experienced resonances, at very similar
frequencies. In both cases, the resonances at low ultrasonic frequencies are denser
than those at audible frequencies, in part due to the presence of transverse resonance
modes at ultrasonic frequencies. This information was then used to describe a system
able to detect the lip state of a human mouth, in particular whether the lips are open
or are closed, by analysis of a chirp excitation signal reflected from the mouth region
of the face. Results showed that the system is able to accurately determine lip state
under a variety of conditions, as well as excitation angles (i.e. the angle between the
signal generation device and the human mouth). Possible future applications of this
system include hands-free control of electrolarynx and rehabilitation devices, silent
speech interfaces and audio watermarking. The system was tested experimentally using both male and female test subjects, and shown to be capable of distinguishing
mouth state with a high accuracy, using a simple and low-complexity detection algorithm. The lip state detection algorithm was then implemented as part of a voice
activity detector, and evaluated in several levels and types of wide band background
acoustic noise, while TIMIT sentences were spoken by male and female test subjects.
Detection accuracy was shown to exceed 90%
This research is a first step in exploring the potential of low frequency ultrasonic
analysis for speech-related systems such as silent speech interfaces, and primarily
for speech impaired patients, with a particular emphasis on post-laryngectomised
patients. Example data and MATLAB files for analysis may be downloaded from
http://www.lintech.org/savad.

5.1 Limitations of the present study
The aim of this paper is to explore the potential of a new method of detecting lipstate using a novel excitation signal and method of analysis, and to extend this to
a voice activity detection application. Results are generally positive, leading to the
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conclusion that this technique is worthy of further study and development. Future
studies should, in particular, address the following limitations:
– The lip state tests included vowels and vowel-shaped mouth openings, in which
the presence of vocal tract resonances were detected to distinguish between lipclosed and lip-open states. Later tests included consonants, words and sentences,
however the presence of vocal tract constrictions above the glottis as well as glottal closure itself were not evaluated in isolation.
– A larger variety of test subjects should be analysed since there is some evidence to
suggest that certain users enjoy higher accuracy than others. Furthermore, none of
the test subjects had facial hair (which could reasonably be expected to improve
accuracy by further smoothing the closed-lip response in contrast to that for open
lips and mouth), and none were from a target group of speech-impaired patients.
– The author was unable to identify individual vowels based on the precise resonance positions found in the chirp response. In fact, this is something noted
previously [4]. Although it was not an aim of this paper, the ability to identify
vowels (or preferably a range of individual phonemes) from their response would
be extremely useful for speech recognition systems.
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